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Random registry shifts in quasi-one-dimensional adsorbate systems
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The apparent contradiction of one-dimensional adsorbate chains on Si~111! having a 332 unit cell and yet
a 331 diffraction pattern is resolved for the example of Ba/Si(111)-(332). Random registry shifts between
adsorbate chains are observed in tunneling microscopy, with very short interchain correlation lengths. Fourier
analysis provides a natural explanation for a pseudo-(331) diffraction pattern. Within density-functional
theory such registry shifts can occur with essentially negligible energy cost, leading to entropy-driven, virtually
perfect disorder. Substrate states of high symmetry and one-dimensional character are inferred to promote this
phenomenon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor surface reconstructions induced by the
sorption of metals provide unique opportunities for study
interactions in quasi-one-dimensional~1D! systems. A long-
standing question for many such structures on Si~111! is the
discrepancy between scanning-tunneling microscopy~STM!
and low-energy electron-diffraction~LEED! images: STM
shows ‘‘32’’ periodicity along the adsorbate chains, whi
LEED yields ‘‘31’’ periodicity, in some cases with fain
half-order streaks. Examples include three classes of sys
on Si~111!: ~i! the (332) reconstructions induced by th
alkaline-earth metals Mg, Ca, and Ba;1–4 ~ii ! the In-induced
(832) reconstruction;5 and ~iii ! the Au-induced (532)
reconstruction.6,7 All of these systems feature linear arrang
ments of adsorbates with local positional degeneracy. A
result, the phase correlation between adsorbate chains
rectly reflects the competition between the energy cost fr
interchain interactions and the energy gain from entropy. T
outcome of this competition can greatly affect the effect
periodicities and zone boundaries in real and recipro
space, respectively. A particularly striking example of this
the Ba-induced Si~111! reconstruction, which appears (
32) in STM despite missing or very faint half-order LEE
streaks.8–10

In this paper we use Ba/Si(111)-(332) as a model sys
tem for the investigation of phase correlations between
chains to explain the apparent discrepancy between LE
and STM periodicities. First, we present an analysis of
local chain structure based on STM data, from which
identify a high density of phase slips. Using a scatter
simulation, we demonstrate that random registry shifts
tween well-ordered chains are the principal mechanism
sponsible for the pseudo-(331) LEED pattern. Second, w
explore the energetics of such phenomena by estimating
energy scale for registry shifts within density-function
theory~DFT!, assuming a recently proposed structural mo
for Ba(332).9 Our theoretical results confirm a nearly ne
ligible cost for registry shifts of individual chains. Finally
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we show that a comparison of our calculated electronic b
structure to angle-resolved photoemission spectrosc
~ARPES! data is consistent with twofold adsorbate position
degeneracy together with 1D electronic character. We ar
that these are general criteria for phase slips, and are like
be applicable to other ‘‘32’’ adsorbate systems on Si~111!.

II. EXPERIMENT AND STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW

Experimentally, single-domain samples were prepared
ultrahigh vacuum on vicinal Si~111! wafers ~miscut 2° to-
wards@112̄#). Ba metal was deposited from a getter sour
onto the substrate held at room temperature. Subsequen
nealing at;1200 K for several seconds yielded a very sha
single-domain (331) LEED image as shown in Fig. 1~a!.

The STM data in Fig. 1~b! show empty-state topographi
data of a representative part of the surface, recorded at r
temperature. The presence of 332 unit cells is readily vis-
ible, in apparent contradiction to the LEED image of F
1~a!. The existence of a 332 structure has been note
earlier.9 Closer analysis, however, reveals that the surf
mesh isnot consistent with a simple extended 332 array of
unit cells. Instead, we observe changes in interchain al
ment @from ‘‘up’’ to ‘‘down’’ in Fig. 1 ~b!#, corresponding to
a phase shift of half a unit cell, i.e., by ‘‘31.’’ These phase
shifts are very frequent and occur essentially at random.
image also shows a defect where a phase shift occurs w
the same chain. The intensity maxima in the STM images
tentatively assigned to Ba atoms, although the technique
vides no straightforward identification.6 Further below from
the structural model it emerges that the assignment is rea
ably justified. A defect in the chain sequence in this interp
tation may thus be called a Ba vacancy. From counting c
in the images, or equivalently from autocorrelation plots
obtain information on the correlation lengths. Along th
chains, it is rather large (typically.20 Ba atoms!, while
across the chains shifts occur typically after just two to th
chains.
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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III. SCATTERING SIMULATION

The implication of such phase shifts~as opposed to
simple defects! for LEED measurements is easily demo
strated in a scattering simulation. We have used a square
of 53103 unit cells with (332) dimension, each containin
a delta-function scattering potential to represent a Ba at
The phase shifts observed in STM are modeled as ran
registry shifts~RRS!. This model assumes~i! an infinite cor-
relation length along the chains~only limited by the cluster
size!, and~ii ! a random-phase correlation between the cha
The model can only give qualitative information regardi
LEED intensities, yet will correctly reflect the symmetrie
originating from long-range order of the unit cells—or th
absence thereof.

The Fourier transform of the simulated surface, alo
with that of the STM data, are plotted as a power spectr
~the square of the absolute intensities, as in a diffract
experiment! in Fig. 2. Both simulation and STM data have
missing 332 reflection. The intensity is smeared out b
tween these locations. Any STM Fourier transform suff
from a decaying frequency envelope originating from t
limited area transformed, so higher-order reflections are
visible. The large-area simulation shows very clearly the s
ond order of reflections. The streaking can be understoo

FIG. 1. ~a! Ba-Si~111! LEED image taken with 84-eV electrons
The periodicity corresponds to 331, and within detection limit no
half order is observed.~b! Empty-state STM image of same reco
struction (48348 Å, Us52.0 V). Local geometry is 332, contrary
to LEED. Registry shifts between chains in discrete half-cell st
are very common. They may originate from defects~e.g., of a Ba
atom! on the chain.
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resulting from 331 units in the presence ofN32 super-
structures of varying widthN across the chains~see Fig. 3
below!. Every other line of reflections is thus smeared o
sideways, because 1/N varies randomly.

The simulated streak intensity is about two orders-
magnitude smaller than the main spots. Our own work do
not resolve a streak in between (331) spots. Okudaet al.10

do obtain a very faint streak. For Ca-(332) LEED data11

weak half-order streaks are reported also. This confirms
low intensity of this feature at detection threshold. Surfa
imperfections will contribute additional background. Als
the degree of randomness of the chain correlation may
pend on particular preparation details. The overall result i
331 LEED pattern, originating from random registry shif
of the Ba chains. This finding reconciles the microscopic u
cell with the macroscopic diffraction pattern.

IV. STRUCTURE MODEL AND ENERGETICS

A. Density-functional theory

In order to estimate the energy scale for such regis
shifts, we refer to the structural model for Ba/Si(111
(332) recently proposed by Lee et al.9 This model is
closely related to the simpler (331) reconstruction of
Si~111! induced by alkali metals, in which linear honey
comblike arrangements of top-layer Si atoms form chann
where chains of alkali adsorbates reside. This ‘‘honeycom
chain channel’’~HCC! reconstruction is stabilized by elec
tron donation from the alkalis into bonding combinations
Si surface orbitals.12,13A period-doubled variant of this HCC
reconstruction can be induced by divalent adsorbates suc
Ba and other alkaline-earth metals. Electron counting th
requires half the adsorbate coverage, with a Ba atom in ev

s

FIG. 2. ~a! Power spectrum obtained from a large-scale ST
image (3403280 Å). A half-order reflex, typical for 332, is miss-
ing. Horizontal streaks are observed instead~diagonal lines are a
finite-size fast Fourier-transform artifact!. ~b! Power spectrum of
simulated (332) structure with RRS. Absence of a half order
confirmed, and a pseudo-(331) remains. Peak intensities in
streak are typically 1%–5% of the (331) peaks, and are scaled t
full gray scale for display purposes.
1-2
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RANDOM REGISTRY SHIFTS IN QUASI-ONE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 085411 ~2003!
second (331) substrate cell.9 This leads to a doubling of the
adsorbate spacing within each chain, with only minor per
bation of the underlying (331) substrate. Thus, in the ab
sence of interchain interactions, each chain would exhib
twofold local positional degeneracy.

We use DFT in the local-density approximation~LDA ! to
study the energetics of registry shifts of the Ba chains.
model the surface using anH-terminated slab with eight lay
ers of Si plus the reconstructed Si and adsorbed Ba lay
Total energies and forces were calculated using ultra
pseudopotentials withinVASP;14 the kinetic-energy cutoff was
150 eV and four irreduciblek points were used to sample th
surface Brillouin zone. We start from the basic structu
model suggested by Leeet al.9 By relaxing this model unde
the assumption of 332 periodicity, we find that Ba adsor
bates are stable at both theH3 andT4 surface sites, with the
T4 site preferred by 35 meV per Ba. This is much larger th
the energy scale for registry shifts, so we assume tha
such shifts leave the Ba adsorbates inT4 sites. Furthermore
we simulate the shifts as rigid translations of the Ba cha
on a rigid Si(331) substrate, which we take to be the a
propriate average of the relaxed (332) substrate coordi-
nates. For the configuration of registry shifts illustrated
Fig. 3, we find that the DFT total energy is changed by l
than 0.1 meV per Ba, relative to the unshifted (332) con-
figuration. This result suggests that the energy scale for
istry shifts is far below room temperature.

A simple model explains this very small energy scale. T
Ba adsorbates are12 ions, and the large distance betwe
them justifies representing them as point charges. In the
sence of substrate-mediated interactions, the only Ba-Ba
teractions are electrostatic. Within this approximation,
total energy of any configuration of chains is given simply
its Madelung energy. The underlying 331 symmetry implies
that the nearest-neighbor contribution to the Madelung s
is the same for all configurations. This degeneracy is bro
only at the next-nearest neighbor, which partially expla
the small energy scale. Indeed, for the configuration of F
3, the electrostatic energy cost relative to the unshifted c
figuration is only 0.003 meV per Ba. Other processes t

FIG. 3. LDA structural model for modified 332 reconstruction.
Between neighboring chains, a registry shift by half a unit cel
energetically possible, without change in the individual chain str
ture. This leads toN32 superstructures of varying widthN. This
mechanism exploits a substrate with doubled periodicity.
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might also destroy the long-range 331 order are Ba-Si ex-
changes. There are various configurations possible, w
will lead to a local defect. Such defects are relatively abu
dant, as seen, e.g., in the STM image Fig. 1~b!. However,
such additional perturbations do not affect the argume
given for the exceptionally low-energy cost of rigid cha
shifts.

An important question is whether simple surface diffusi
can lead to the observed registry shifts. On a surface with
defects, no shifts are possible because the energy barri
infinite. In the presence of defects, finite chains will expe
ence a barrier of approximatelyM•DE, whereM is the num-
ber of atoms in the chain; within the LDA we findDE
5140 meV. Thus for typical attempt frequencies
1013 s21, we predict that chains of lengthM522 will shift
on average once per second at the annealing temperatu
1200 K. Chains of this length are consistent with the cor
lation lengths we obtained in Sec. II.

B. Electronic structure

Random registry shifts have profound consequences
the electronic properties of the surface. Here we demonst
this by comparing our theoretical band structure with o
photoemission data. Previously published photoemiss
data10 were taken before a structural model was clearly
tablished. The data from that study indicate (331) symme-
try, but do not test for a repetition of that periodicity i
higher surface Brillouin zones. We have collected ARP
data at beamline 7.0.1 of the Advanced Light Source, Ber
ley ~energy resolution;70 meV, angular resolution60.4°!.
Figure 4~a! shows the valence bands in thesecond(331)
surface Brillouin zone, which establishes the repetition of
surface band set. Extension of these surface bands cle
beyond the (332) zone boundary indicates that this zo
boundary is essentially lifted.

The weakness of the (332) zone boundary could, in
principle, be confirmed theoretically by unfolding the calc
lated (332) band structure into a (331) zone. The (3
32) surface bands of interest mostly fall within the pr
jected bulk bands, making an unambiguous unfolding imp
sible. Instead we approximate the unfolding by calculat
bands for an isoelectronic system Li/Si(111)-(331), using
the atomic coordinates obtained from Ba/Si(111)-(332)
~suitably averaged along the chain direction!. The resulting
bands in Fig. 4~b! do not differ significantly from the alkali
case, and are in excellent correspondence with the ARP
data. The calculated dispersion perpendicular to the ch
direction ~not shown! is very weak, in good agreement wit
the 1D character of the data shown in Fig. 4~c!.

From this comparison we confirm two key aspects of o
description:~i! the (331) physicalandelectronic natures of
the substrate, both of which are largely unaffected by
(332) adsorbate periodicity; and~ii ! the highly 1D charac-
ter of the occupied states. The clear implications are t
the (331) HCC cells are invariant against shifts of the a
sorbate chain, and that the chains are isolated sufficie

-
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well that they do not experience any lateral interactio
These two criteria underlie the negligible energy cost of r
istry shifts.

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Loss of phase coherence in quasi-1D adsorbate sys
should be expected in a variety of analogous systems inc

FIG. 4. ~a! Band structure insecondsurface Brillouin zone (T
5150 K, hn590 eV, spectra normalized to their average!. No 3
32 zone boundary~ZB! is observed, instead symmetry is 331. ~b!
LDA band structure in extended zone scheme, using a (331) unit
cell with atomic positions derived from Ba(332). Surface bands
1–3 are reidentified in ARPES.~c! Lack of dispersion in ARPES

perpendicular to chains, taken at 0.75Ḡ2Ā.
Z.

.
ci
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ing, of course, Ca- and Mg-induced Si(111)-(332) with the
same HCC substrate.15,16 For the quasi-1D system
In/Si(111)-(832), previously explored by us and others,17

similar arguments will hold. Kumpfet al.5 have proposed
that the observed low-temperature In-(832) structure does
not originate from a charge-density wave, but rather from
modification of the reconstruction. Their x-ray-diffractio
data contain streaks similar to our simulated random regi
shifts. Regardless of the detailed mechanism leading to32
periodicity, the twofold positional degeneracy with respect
the substrate unit cell is an important common property.
general, random registry shifts will occur more easily if t
electronic character is close to 1D, so that negligible ene
has to be expended for a lattice distortion. This criteri
appears to be fulfilled in these systems. For example, Ye
et al.17 have demonstrated the 1D character of In on Si, a
a 31 substrate with a modified HCC cell has been recen
discussed to explain it.18 The random-registry-shift mecha
nism appears to provide a natural explanation for the pse
31 LEED pattern of these classes of reconstruction as w
For rare-earth metals on Si~111!, such as Sm and Yb, simi
larly a local 332 reconstruction had been found, whi
LEED yields a 331 pattern with half-order streaks.19 The
extent to which the system is one dimensional electronic
remains to be investigated. For all these adsorbate re
structions, the criterion of rigidity of the substrate again
translations of the adsorbates further lowers the threshold
registry shifts. This aspect—demonstrated in our D
calculation—contributes to the virtually perfect randomne
in the Ba/Si(111)-(332) system.

In summary, we have shown that the Ba-induced pseu
(331) reconstruction of Si~111! is highly susceptible to reg
istry shifts. Those phase fluctuations occur because the
con substrate reconstruction is of higher symmetry than
adsorbate unit cell, so that the system can lower its to
energy through entropy. Random registry shifts then prov
an explanation as to why the local 332 structure leads to a
global 331 diffraction pattern. The study exemplifie
frozen-in structural fluctuations in highly 1D confined sy
tems.
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